Abstract-A multimedia presentation model provides designers a tool to formally specify the temporal and spatial relationships of objects. The formality helps designers to communicate with others, to check the integrity of designs, and provides a chance to simulate the designs. Although much research has been devoted to this subject, to the best of our knowledge, no multimedia models are able to describe the spatial-temporal relations of moving objects that may refer to each other for computing displaying addresses. The addresses may be recomputed several times during the objects' lifetimes to reflect their movements. Without a formal model, designers are forced to specify the relationships in an ad hoc manner that causes misunderstanding and hampers integrity check. The check includes if an object gets its addresses in time from another object, if an object is displayed in the right places, etc. The difficulty of designing such a formal model lies in integrating temporal constraints of objects with a real-time address transferring mechanism. In this paper, we present an extended Petri-Net model, which models concurrent relationships of objects with new places, transitions, and firing rules to transfer and transform addresses in real time. Its descriptive power and correctness is demonstrated by five patterns of multimedia presentations and a sample play scripts.
Example 1. A Sample Multimedia Presentation Design.
A moving picture of 3cm wide and 5cm long, P a , is displayed for 10 seconds. The moving path is decided by the system function, SF. Five seconds after P a starts, a banner, P b , is shown 2cm below and 3cm to the right of P a . P b 's size is 2 Â 2cm 2 . P b plays for 15 seconds. Three seconds after P b starts, P c is shown. P c is a video clip sharing the same starting place with P b and is 8 Â 10cm 2 in size. P c stays in the same place during its entire play, which is 12 seconds long.
As readers may have discovered, plain natural language description is cumbersome, confusion-prone, and relies on human brain to check its semantics. As in the example, P a finishes sooner than P b . What is P b 's address after P a stops? Also, if the duration of P a is four seconds, then P b may not get any meaningful information from P a . Does the script match the plot in the designer's mind? The answer may not be straightforward to most people. Hence, a formal model is needed to clarify ambiguities with clear semantics and to check design integrities and correctness with simulations. With a formal model, which includes limited basic components, patterns can also be proposed to help users design presentations.
Much research has been devoted to this area [2] , [3] , [4] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . Among them, [2] , [3] , [4] , [6] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [16] , [17] cover the description of temporal orders. References [7] , [14] , [15] include limited spatial relationships with temporal orders. The issue of coordinating addresses of moving objects with temporal relationships is not covered.
In this paper, we propose an extension of OCPN [8] (Object Composition Petri Net), which is an extension of Petri Net to specify temporal relations of multimedia objects. The proposed model, STRPN (Spatial and Temporal Relationship Petri Nets), extends OCPN with new types of places, transitions, and functions to keep, pass, and compute spatial information, respectively. The corresponding model of Example 1 is shown in Fig. 1 , while an annotated diagram is shown in Fig. 2 to provide better readability.
In Fig. 1 , AP b is an address place, which buffers spatial information of media place P b . The spatial data is forwarded to P c when it is ready. The spatial information is forwarded to P b through T 5 and to AP b through T 6 , which are EFC (Enabled then Firing Continuously) and EFO (Enabled then Firing Once), respectively. EFC transitions continuously transmit addresses of moving objects in real time to reflect the changes. On the other hand, an EFO transition transmits the address of a particular moment to needed places. New functions include DA and REL to compute displaying addresses of objects and are listed in the bottom right corner. DA shows the objects' displaying area and priority. An object with the highest priority is shown when two or more objects overlap. REL describes the relations between target and referential objects. RL means the distance is measured from the right boundary of the referential object to the left boundary of the target object. BT means from the bottom to the top. LL means from the left to the left and TT means from the top to the top. Hence, RELðP a ; P b Þ ¼< RL; BT; 3; 2 > means the horizontal distance from the right boundary of P a to the left boundary of P b is 3cm and the vertical distance from the bottom of P a to top of P b is 2cm. The left bottom corner shows the address of multimedia objects during the play. By examining the addresses, users can check if their design is correct. Although not shown in Fig. 1 , the correctness of the play can be proven with its reachability tree.
The detail of the proposed model is shown in the remainder of the paper. Related work concerning STRPN is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 shows the spatial functions and proves their feasibility by comparing them to [14] . The main body of the STRPN is detailed in Section 4. Places, transitions, and new firing rules regarding the transitions are defined in this section. Five patterns of modeling multimedia presentations with STRPN are shown in Section 5. The correctness of the patterns is also proven in the section. An example showing how to describe a multimedia play with STRPN and how the net evolves during playing time is shown in Section 6. The conclusion and future work are discussed in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
A presentation model provides formal tools to specify temporal and/or spatial relationships between presentation objects. Temporal issues have been addressed by researches in [2] [3], [4] , [6] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [16] , [17] . Among them, the most cited is OCPN [8] .
OCPN extends traditional Petri net with durations on places to control the playing time of objects. Places in OCPN are classified into two categories: media places and delay places. Media places simulate the displays of media objects while delay places represent the time elapses between the displays of different objects. With the timed places, OCPN adds extra criteria to the firing conditions. Transitions are enabled when all input places have enough tokens and their playing times have exceeded or are equal to the duration designated to each place.
With the enhanced characteristics, OCPN can represent all temporal relationships defined by Allen [1] in a unified format. Fig. 3 shows the unified pattern.
P a and P b in Fig. 3 represent media places, while P is a delay place. ( a , ( b , and ( are their durations, respectively. Table 1 shows how the format can represent Allen's relations by adjusting ( a , ( b , and ( The total playing time is recorded in ( TR .
Even though OCPN is powerful in describing temporal relationships, it lacks the capability of describing spatial relationships between objects. Fig. 4 shows the representation of an OCPN for Example 1. As readers may have noticed, spatial information and the mechanism for transferring spatial information are entirely missing in Fig. 4 .
From previous works [5] , [7] , [9] , [14] , [15] , it is known that spatial presentation can be described by absolute or relative references. With absolute references, objects get presentation coordinations by referring to application origins. With relative references, objects may refer to other objects for coordinations. Absolute references work well for objects that move independently in a presentation. However, for a group of objects that move together, the relative reference provides a more succinct description because designers only have to address the movement of referenced objects and all dependent objects move as clusters. To the best of our knowledge, only absolute and relative references for stationary objects are discussed in existing literatures [5] , [7] , [9] , [14] , [15] . In this paper, we present a model that extends previous works to support relative references for moving objects. 
THE SPATIAL COORDINATION MODEL
The spatial attributes of an STRPN object include address, size, display priority, and relation to the referred object. They are the information required for displaying media properly if objects are rectangles. Objects in other shapes are assumed to be bounded by Minimum Bounding Rectangles [9] . Addresses are defined as the coordinates from the upper left corners of objects to the origin; sizes are defined as the width and length of the rectangles. When two or more objects overlap, the object with the highest display priority is shown. Sizes and priorities consist of displaying attributes denoted by DA. A DA is a tuple of <Width, Length, Priority>. Addresses AR are denoted by tuples of <X,Y>.
Relative relations between two objects are defined as the distances between two representative vertices. The choices of the two vertices are up to users' preference and are denoted by two pairs of letters. The first pair specifies the horizontal choice, while the second pair specifies the vertical one. In the first pair, users describe left or right boundary as the pick; in the second pair, users describe top or bottom boundary as the preference. In each pair, the first letter describes the decision made on the referential object while the second letter denotes the selection of the target object. Hence, two vertexes are represented as <horizontal boundaries of objects, vertical boundaries of objects>. In the pairs, L denotes the left boundary, R denotes the right boundary, B denotes the bottom boundary, and T denotes the top boundary. The semantics of the pairs are listed in Tables 2 and 3 Given the DA of two objects, the relative relation RR between the objects, and the AR of one object, the address of the other object is computed by the Address Function: AF
Let ar r , da r , ar t , da t , and rr be the referential AR, referential DA, target AR, target DA, and RR, respectively. 
Fig . 5 depicts the spatial relations between objects r and t when computing the address function AF. In [14] , spatial relationships between any two objects, A and B, are represented by a tuple of < r AB ; v A ; v B ; x; y > , where r AB is an index in the 169-entry lookup table (see Fig. 6 ), v A and v B are the closest vertices between objects A and B, and x and y are the distances between the two vertices. v A and v B can be any number from 1 to 4. One denotes the lower left corner, two is the upper left corner, three is the upper right corner, and four is the lower right corner. Spatial relations in STRPN are represented by tuples of < P h ; P v ; D h ; D v > . Although STRPN have fewer notations, its descriptive power is the same as that of [14] . Theorem 1. With the knowledge of object sizes, STRPN and [14] have the same power in describing object relations and distances.
Proof. The possible combinations of object relations are defined by [14] and shown in Fig. 6 . We first prove that all combinations can be described by STRPN. So, each < r AB ; v A ; v B ; x; y > tuple can be translated into the corresponding
With size information and STRPN spatial relationships, the nearest point between two objects can be trivially identified. Since the 169 relationships defined in [14] capture all the possible relations between two rectangle objects, the relationships described by STRPN should be a subset of the 169 relations. Therefore, the two approaches have the same descriptive power. t u
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL EXTENSIONS OF PETRI NET
STRPN extend OCPN [8] with new types of places, functions, transitions, firing conditions, and firing rules to store, compute, and transfer spatial information between objects. To hold address information temporarily, a new type of places, Address Places (AP), is created. To transmit information in time, new types of transitions, EFC (Enabled then Firing Continuously) and EFO (Enabled then Firing Once), are proposed. Besides, to have EFC transitions fire continuously, we design a two-phase firing condition in which all enabled EFC transitions fire once after a non-EFC transition firing. The firing orders of EFC transitions also influence the efficiency of information transmission. To have the most efficient transmission, we also define valid sequences and design a firing algorithm to derive them. The details of places, transitions, firing conditions, and firing rules will be described in this section.
Places
Three types of places are designed to hold information in STRPN. MP (Media Place) holds playing information of multimedia objects, AP (Address Place) buffers DA and AR information for references, and DP (Delay Place) delays the play of multimedia objects to coordinate temporal sequences of presentations. As in OCPN, all places have duration D and resource R attributes.
Every MP corresponds to a multimedia object, which can be an audio segment, a moving image, a stationary picture, etc. Media places have both DA and AR attributes. For media that do not take any space, such as audio data, these attributes are set to null.
Address places store spatial information of referential objects. The information is forwarded to target places when targeted MPs have tokens. All address places have zero duration so that spatial information can be delivered to target places instantaneously. Since address places do not consume any display resources, their values in R are equal to null.
Delay places record the lead-time between plays of objects. Since no spaces are needed, their spatial attributes are set to null. The three types of places are shown in Fig. 7 .
As in OCPN, all places in STRPN have playing durations within which tokens are locked. Tokens are unlocked after plays finish. 
Transitions
STRPN have three types of transitions. They include ULF (UnLock then-Firing), EFC (Enabled then Firing Continuously), and EFO (Enabled then Firing Once) transitions. The firing condition of ULF is the same as the transitions in OCPN; they fire only when all input places are unlocked. EFC and EFO are new transitions for transmitting spatial information without causing any delay. Each EFC and EFO has only one input place so that no spatial information is mixed.
An EFC transition fires when a new token arrives in its input place and should ideally keep firing until its input token ceases to exist. That is, a series of EFC transitions can be fired without consuming any time. The goal of such a transition is to broadcast spatial information of moving objects in real time. An EFO transition fires immediately when a new token arrives and keeps its silence until the next token arrives. It is used to transfer initial addresses of referential objects. Both transitions should not take any tokens away from their input places. Fig. 8 shows the graphical representation of the three types of transitions.
If EFCs really fired continuously without break, they would flood STRPN with countless useless states. To achieve a similar goal with reasonable number of EFC firings, we design a two-phase firing conditions, whose performance is further enhanced by the valid firing sequences. These mechanisms are explained in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
To implement two-phase and valid firing conditions, firing statuses of EFCs and EFOs are kept in the transitions. The statuses are initialized to False. The status is set to be true when its corresponding transition fires. An EFO transition's status is reset to False when a new token enters its input place, while an EFC transition's is reset to False whenever a non-EFC transition fires. An EFC or EFO transition is firable only when its firing status is False.
The STRPN Model
The construct of STRPN is defined as < P; T; SYMP; SYMT; E; W; REL; D; R; S 0 > , where
T ¼ fT 1 ; . . . ; g; SYMP : P ) fMP; AP; DPg SYMT : T ) EFC; EFO; ULF; E P Â T [ T Â P ) True; False;
P is a place set and T is a transition set. SYMP and SYMT record the types of places and transitions, respectively. E is a set of arcs connecting places and transitions and W is a set of weights on E. REL records spatial relations between places. D denotes durations of places and R records resources used by media places. S 0 is an initial state and has the form of < M 0 ; DA 0 ; AR 0 ; PT 0 ; F 0 > , where the attributes denote the initial markings, display attributes, addresses, playing times, and firing status, respectively. In more broad terms, M j , DA j , AR j , PT j , and F j denote the jth state of the corresponding functions:
M : fstateg Â P ) f0; 1g; DA : fstateg Â P ) f< Width; Length; Priority >; nullg; AR : fstateg Â P ) f< X; Y >; nullg; PT : fstateg Â P ) Real Number [ fnullg;
M records the markings of each place in each stage. 1 means a token is in the place and 0 means no token is in the place in the designated state. The time spent by a token in a place is recorded in PT. PT 0 should be 0 for all entries. Comparing to D, PT records the time a place has hold a token so far and D records the designed playing duration. For example, if a place P a should hold a token for five seconds whenever one arrives, then DðP a Þ ¼ 5; while, in state j, the place has hold a token for 3 seconds, then PT j ðP a Þ ¼ 3. On the other hand, F records the firing status of each transition. True in F means the transition has fired and False means the opposite. The status can be reset to False when situations change. The initial value of F is False in every entry. The detailed behaviors of state functions are further explained in their firing rules.
Enableness and Firability Conditions of Transitions
STRPN work with two-phase firings. The first phase fires ULF and EFO transitions and the second phase fires EFC transitions. In the first phase, a firable ULF or EFO transition is fired. Then, the second phase starts and all firable EFC transitions fire once to transmit new spatial information. When the second phase firing ceases, the first phase resumes. The enabling conditions of these three transitions are further explained in the following.
1.
A ULF transition is enabled if all its input tokens are unlocked. That is, a ULF transition is enabled if all its input places have playing times equal to their durations. This condition asserts that all input media have reached the rendezvous point and are ready to be synchronized. 2. If the input place of an EFO transition has a newly arrived token, then its firing status is set to False and the transition is enabled. After the transition fires, its firing status becomes true (disabled) until a new token arrives in its input place. 3. If the input place of an EFC transition has a token, its firing status is False, and all transitions which the EFC transition depend on have fired, then the EFC transition is enabled (the concept of dependent relationships between EFC transitions is defined in next section). After it fires, the token in its input place is still kept there, but the firing status becomes true (disabled). Its status will be reset to False again whenever there is a non-EFC transition firing. The meaning of transition dependency will be explained in the next section. Accordingly, in the first firing phase, a ULF, EFO, or EFC transition T i is enabled at j-state with relative time if the following condition holds: 
Valid Firing Sequences
After a transition firing in the first phase, the second phase starts and all enabled EFC transitions fire. An EFC transition is enabled if its input place has a token and its firing status is False. However, firing enabled EFC transitions randomly is not efficient for transmitting spatial information. For example, in Fig. 10 , if T 2 fires before T 1 , then the fresh address of P 1 cannot reach P 3 in one phase. In the worst case, for a chain of k EFC transitions, k phases are needed to transmit information down the chain. On the other hand, if T 1 fires before T 2 then the address information of P 1 does arrive to P 3 in one phase. The most efficient firing order is desirable since it transmits address information without time-elapse. The most efficient firing order is termed as valid firing order and the corresponding sequence is termed as valid sequence.
The following definition defines the valid firing sequences in S which is one of the STRPN. All transitions mentioned in the definition are assumed to be EFC and used in S.
DEFINITIONS 1:
. A transition T i is immediately dependent on another transition T j if the input place of T i is the output place of T j . . T j ; T jþ1 ; . . . ; T i is a dependent sequence if T kþ1 is immediately dependent on T k for j k ði À 1Þ. Fig. 10 are T 1 T 2 and T 3 T 4 . The firing sequence of T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4 in Fig. 10 is valid, whereas the sequence of T 2 T 3 T 1 is not because T 2 T 1 violates T 1 T 2 . For a set of EFC transitions, more than one valid firing sequences may exist. As readers may have found, T 3 T 4 T 1 T 2 is also valid in Fig. 10 .
To form valid firing sequences, we add extra conditions to delay the firings of EFC transitions until they do not depend on any firable EFC transition. Accordingly, the second phase firability condition of a transition T i in state j with relative time zero is formulated as: Proof. The proof is by the length of the sequences. When the length is 1, the picked element does not depend on any elements. Hence, the hypothesis holds. Assume the sequences of length k-1 generated by the above rule satisfy the hypothesis. Extending a sequence of k-1 elements with a new element picked with the above rule forms a valid sequence of length k. The reason is that all transitions depend on the new element should not have been picked. So, adding it to the sequence should not violate any dependent sequences. Thus, the above rule generates only valid sequences. t u
Semantically correct STRPN should have no cyclic EFC dependent sequences since sending the same spatial information back to original places in the same moment seems meaningless. Please refer to Fig. 11 as an example. MP b refers to MP a for its address during an entire presentation. The EFC transition T j fires whenever MP a has a token and a non-EFC transition (outside the graph) fires. The purpose is to transmit the real time address of MP a to MP b .
If no non-EFC transition fires, the address information of MP b in Fig. 11 is kept the same even though T j is a continuously firing transition. In terms of Petri net characteristics, the situation is correct since the status of a Petri net is updated only when a transition fires. However, in a simulation, users may want to check the address of MP b during the play in every Á time unit. To have such an effect, users can add a delay place to the net, which fires every Á time unit to the net. The place and corresponding transition is shown in Fig. 12. 
Firing Rules of STRPN
The state of STRPN is advanced at each transition firing. The kth state of STRPN is represented by
When transition T i fires in the (j-1)th state with relative time , the state is advanced to the jth state with functions defined below.
. In the new state, only markings of places where tokens arrive or leave are updated accordingly; the others remain the same. for all P in P. Each place has at most one token since a token in a place marks it as playing. More than one token in a place is viewed as a semantic error. . When updating display attributes, the system copies all DA information from referential places to address places. All other places inherit their values from previous states. for all P in P. . Media places have three ways of deriving address information, namely from the referenced place, from the system function, SF, which takes a place identifier and a playing time as input arguments and returns the corresponding address, or from the previous state. An address place, on the other hand, copies its address information directly from the referenced place.
AR j ðPÞ
AFðAR jÀ1 ðP k Þ;DA jÀ1 ðP k Þ; if EðP k ;T i Þ^EðT i ;PÞ^SYMPðPÞ¼MPD
AjÀ1ðPÞ;RELðPk;PÞÞ MjðPÞ¼1^MjðPkÞ¼1R
ELðP k ;PÞ is defined SFðP;PTjðPÞÞ if SYMPðPÞ¼MP^MjðPÞ¼1:
ARjÀ1ðPÞ otherwise
for all P in P. The formula assumes that each media place refers to at most one place for address computation. If the referred place has no token at the time of reference, then P will inherit its value from the previous state. . F keeps tracking the firing status of EFC and EFO transitions. A fired EFO transition has true in its F entry until a new token arrives in its input place. If a token enters an input place at the same moment a token leaves it then the status is False. The entries of EFC transitions, on the other hand, are reset to False whenever there is a non-EFC transition firing. ð9PhEðTk;PhÞ^EðPh;TkÞ^WðTk;PhÞ¼1Þ
for all T k in T.
MODELING SPATIO-TEMPORAL COORDINATIONS WITH STRPN
In STRPN, an object can play without referring to other objects, referring to an object during its entire play or just at the starting point. An object referring to no objects plays independently in the spatial dimension; an object referring to another object during the entire play results in moving along with the referred object; an object referring to another object at its starting point sets the initial playing position of the former object. An object plays in one of the three referencing modes during the entire multimedia presentation, i.e., objects cannot switch from one mode to the others. If a media segment does have several referencing modes, then it has to be separated into several objects in the system. In this section, we show how STRPN can describe the referencing relations between objects. Objects that play independently can be represented by OCPN and, hence, can also be represented by STRPN. To save space, the details are omitted here.
The diagrams shown in this section correspond to five patterns classified in two categories. The first category contains three patterns in which only starting addresses are referenced; the second category contains two patterns where addresses are referenced during the whole play. The patterns are listed in Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16 , and 17. Fig. 13 shows that two objects start simultaneously and one refers to another for the starting position. In Fig. 14 , the referential object starts earlier and the subject gets the timing position when it starts. In Fig. 15 , the referential object also starts earlier but its starting address is kept for reference. Fig. 16 shows that an object refers to another during its entire play and both start simultaneously. Fig. 17 also shows the case of one object referring to another during its whole play, but with different starting times. The correctness of these patterns is shown in Section 5.1.
To improve readability, places in the following figures are labeled with MP a , AP a , b , etc, instead of P 1 , P 2 . Each letter subscript denotes a variable that can be replaced by a number in real cases. In the following diagrams, weights on arcs are assumed to be one unless marked with zeros.
1. In Fig. 13 , the starting address of MP b is derived from that of MP a . Dð b Þ ¼ 0 means MP a and MP b start simultaneously. T j is an EFO transition that sends the starting address of MP a to AP a . AP a holds the address information for MP b that will get the information when T k is fired. 2. In Fig. 14 , MP a starts earlier than MP b , and MP b refers to the real-time address of MP a . According to the firing rules of AR, no address information is sent to AP a when AP a is empty. A token comes to AP a when T k fires. With the two-phase firing conditions, T j fires right after T k fires and transmits the realtime address of MP a to AP a . Since AP a has zero duration, T m should fire next and send the information to MP b . In Summary, the total time in sending address information from MP a to MP b is zero. 3. Fig. 14 represents the pattern of computing the starting address of MP b from the real time address of MP a . However, if only the starting address of MP a is needed, then the diagram should be changed to Fig. 15 . Fig. 15 is similar to Fig. 13 since only the starting address of MP a is referenced in both cases. 4. Fig. 16 represents that MP b refers to MP a during the entire play and they start at the same time. T j transmits the address information of MP a to MP b during the time when both have tokens. The transmission ends when T m fires and takes both tokens away. 5. Fig. 17 represents that MP b refers to MP a constantly and the playing time of MP b lags behind that of MP a . During the time that MP a has a token and MP b is empty, even though T j attempts continuously to transmit address information to MP b , no value comes to MP b . According to the firing rules of AR, a place without a token has a null value. So, MP b does not get the address information.
Correctness Proofs
In this section, we show that all diagrams from Fig. 13 to Fig. 17 Þ, where s is a step number, P j ; . . . ; P k are marked places in the state, and a i denotes the type of value in AR s ðP i Þ. The possible types are n and m where they denote null and meaningful values, respectively. Please note that, in a more general situation, each level of the reachability trees may contain more than one node. However, for the proven patterns, each level has one node only. The extension to include the more general cases is straightforward and, therefore, skipped from the paper to save space.
Each arc in the reachability trees is annotated with a pair composed of transition and its duration. The transition denotes the firing transition that transfers the corresponding Petri-Net from one state to another. The duration represents the time required to make the transformation. Zero duration is marked with 0 on the arc, whereas nonzero duration is marked with D on the arc. Proof. The proofs are listed in the same order as the diagrams listed in Section 4.
1.
As shown in Fig. 18 , MP b gets the address information in S 3 when it is active. 2. The reachability tree of the diagram in Fig. 14 is shown in Fig. 19 . The address information sent to MP b is the most up-to-date since T j fired in the second phase immediately after T k firing and T m fires right after T j 's firing. 3. The reachability tree of the diagram in Fig. 15 is omitted since it is similar to Fig. 18 . 4. Fig. 20 shows the reachability tree of the diagram in Fig. 16 . In the tree, even though T j fires once before T k , the address information of MP a does not reach MP b . Due to the firing rule of AR, an empty place has only null address information. The patterns are correct in the sense that all address information is pushed to needed places without delay and related places become empty coordinately.
EXAMPLES OF STRPN
To further illustrate the expressive power, firing rules, and firing conditions of STRPN, an example is shown in this section. The script describes a multimedia play that involves moving pictures, audio, and video segments. All spatial and temporal relations are translated into the patterns presented in Section 5. and D starts at 3cm below A and 2cm right to the left boundary of A. Ten seconds after D is displayed, another moving picture E is shown at 3cm to the left of and 5cm over D. E lasts for 30 seconds and its size is 10 Â 6cm 2 . When E is shown, another stationary picture F is displayed. F stays at 2cm below and 3cm to the right of starting the address of E. The size of F is 5 Â 7cm 2 . The priority levels of A, C, D, E, F are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Fig. 22 shows the reference relations between objects and their relative starting positions.
In the diagram of Fig. 23 , the media of A to F is denoted by places P 1 to P 6 . P 7 denotes a dummy starting place. P 11 , P 12 , P 13 , and P 14 are delaying places and P 21 and P 22 are address places. The number attached to each place denotes the duration of that place. P 31 is a delay place for the refreshment generator. The spatial relations and resources of places are listed in Table 4 . Since delay and address places do not take any displaying resources, their values in R are null and omitted from Table 4 .
Duration of each media and delay place is listed in Table 5 . The address places have zero duration and their entries are omitted from Table 5 . At 0 second, T 1 fires. At state S 1 , the following entries are modified:
All other entries remain the same as in the previous state. . Zero seconds later, the second phase firing mechanism makes both T 3 and T 5 fire. When the fires recess, S 3 differs from S 1 as follows: All other entries remain the same as in the previous state. . After zero seconds, T 3 and T 5 fire due to the two phase firing mechanism. The state advances to S 6 . S 6 differs from S 4 with the following entries: . The two phase firing mechanism again triggers T 3 and T 5 . This time, only firing statuses of transitions are changed since P 21 is empty. . One second later, the refreshment generator is triggered to keep addresses up-to-date. Entries modified by the generator are PT10ðP31Þ¼0 PT10ðP1Þ¼4 P T 10 ðP3Þ¼1 P T 10 ðP2Þ¼1
PT10ðP12Þ¼4 F10ðT3Þ¼False F10ðT3Þ¼False AR10ðP1Þ¼SFðP1;4Þ:
. Zero seconds later, T 3 and T 5 fire again. The entries changes are The rest continue similarly and are omitted to save space.
CONCLUSIONS
The multimedia presentation model requires complex coordination between different temporal-spatial characteristics. For example, audio data do not have spatial information, stationary pictures are presented in fixed places, and moving pictures move around displaying areas. Their playing time and displaying area may relate to each other. So, a multimedia presentation model must be powerful enough to describe both spatial and temporal characteristics of objects yet formal enough to convey clear semantics for communication and simulation. STRPN are designed to fulfill these requirements. STRPN extend OCPN with 1. address places to cache addresses, 2. EFC and EFO transitions to transmit spatial information without delay, 3. two phase firing conditions to simulate continuous firing situations, and 4. valid firing sequencing to sort the order of EFC firings. STRPN can describe scenarios where an object referring to another for its starting address or for every displaying address in the entire play. The first scenario is further divided into three patterns:
1. Two objects start together and one object refers to the other for the starting address, 2. One object starts earlier than the other and the later one refers to the starting address of the earlier one, 3. One object starts earlier than the other and the later one refers to the real-time address of the earlier one for its starting address. The scenario of an object referring to another object in the entire play is divided into two patterns:
1. Two objects start together and one of them refers to the other in the entire play, 2. One object starts earlier than the other one and the later one refers to the other in the entire play. All the patterns are proven to be correct under the starting, processing, and ending axioms. An example is also presented in the paper to show the expressive power of STRPN.
In complex multimedia presentation designs, engineers need to communicate with each other very often. Without a formal model, the communications may break apart due to the ambiguity of natural language. Not only do the proposed STRPN provide a formal semantics for communication, but also a possible platform for simulation to check if objects display in the right place at the right time.
Although STRPN can describe a set of spatial-temporal relations between objects, its expressiveness is still limited. For example, the model cannot describe scenarios where an object refers to different objects in different time segments and in different spatial relations, and objects' spatial relations are limited to two dimensions. All these problems call for further investigations. Although STRPN work on paper, a programmed simulation environment will help to check design integrity more easily. The implementation is still underway and it will take some more time to be finished. Please refer to Fig. 24 for the main screen layout of the planned system.
